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Introduction

This guide is intended to help identify configuration options and best practices designed to ensure secure operation of RSA SecurID® Software Token products, and offer maintenance recommendations, however, it is up to you to ensure the products are properly monitored and maintained when put on your network. Use this guide in conjunction with your software token documentation, and with your applicable RSA Authentication Manager product documentation and RSA Authentication Manager Security Best Practices Guide.

RSA periodically assesses and improves all product documentation. Please check RSA SecurCare® Online for the latest documentation.

Protecting Software Token Distribution Files

RSA strongly recommends that all RSA SecurID Software Token products distributed as files or as Compressed Token Format (CTF) strings be protected with strong passwords that conform to best practices for password selection.

RSA also strongly recommends that all software token distribution files or strings utilize device binding designed to limit the installation of tokens to only those machines matching the binding information. Refer to your software token documentation for more details on implementing token binding for your platform.

Protecting Desktop and Laptop Devices

The Windows or MacOS operating systems provide the foundation of the security environment for the RSA SecurID Software Token product for desktops. RSA strongly recommends that users keep their operating system updated with the latest security patches to help maintain the overall security of the platform.

In addition, RSA strongly recommends that software token users set a device password to protect all tokens stored on the local hard drive. Setting a device password helps ensure that only the user for whom the tokens are intended can access the tokens.

Protecting Mobile Devices

When available, RSA recommends that you enable the device PIN or device password available on your mobile or tablet platforms. Once enabled, you are required to enter the PIN or password to access to the applications installed on the device. Enterprises should establish policies requiring the use of a device PIN for access when deploying RSA SecurID Software Token products to mobile platforms. In the case of Blackberry deployments, the Blackberry Enterprise Server (BES) may be utilized to enforce these policies across all managed Blackberry devices. Microsoft Exchange ActivSync also provides similar controls for iPhone, iPad, Android and other devices.
Recommendations for Users

Token Distribution Media

Upon successful completion of the token provisioning operation for the platform, you should instruct end users to remove all e-mails and files containing token distribution file information from the e-mail application, file system, or other application from which the token information was originally obtained. This includes e-mails with links containing Compressed Token Format (CTF) data obtained from the Token Converter tool, file attachments containing token distribution files, and e-mails and files containing CT-KIP activation codes and URLs. The RSA SecurID Software Token products make an attempt to remove this information upon successful import, but e-mail systems and other applications are beyond the scope of the software token application.

RSA strongly recommends that end users never share their token files, strings, or activation codes with anyone, and accept token provisioning information only from trusted sources.

PIN Management

RSA strongly recommends the following to protect RSA SecurID PINs:

• Configure Authentication Manager to randomly generate PINs. Do not allow your users to choose their PINs.

• Instruct all users to guard their PINs and to never tell anyone their PINs. Administrators should never ask for or know the user’s PIN.

• Configure Authentication Manager to require users to change their PINs at regular intervals. These intervals should be no more than 60 days. If you use 4-digit numeric PINs, the intervals should be no more than every 30 days.

• Configure policies that restrict the re-use of PINs.

• Configure the use of the dictionary to prevent the use of simple PINs.

• For RSA Authentication Manager 6.1, the software token PIN should be equal in length to the tokencode, and all numeric.
• For Authentication Manager 7.1:
  – when software tokens are issued as PINPad-style tokens (the Displayed Value is set to Passcode in the Software Token Settings), the software token PIN should be equal in length to the tokencode, and all numeric.
  – when software tokens are issued as fob-style tokens (the Displayed Value is set to Tokencode in the Software Token Settings), the software token PIN should be alphanumeric and eight digits in length.

• Configure Authentication Manager to lockout a user after three failed authentication attempts. Require manual intervention to unlock users who repeatedly fail authentication.

**Note:** It is important to strike the right balance between security best practices and user convenience. If system-generated alpha numeric 8-digit pins are too complex, find the strongest pin policy that best suits your user community.

**Device Management**

RSA strongly recommends that in order to avoid authentication issues with the RSA Authentication Manager or RSA SAE-based applications, end users should install a token identified by a unique serial number on only one device. Installing a token with the same serial number on multiple devices with different time sources may result in authentication failures on the server. Token device binding should be utilized to simplify the end user experience and prevent your end users from installing the same token on multiple devices.

Distribution of applications and software may take many forms on the various platforms. In many cases, the platform is owned by the end user, and may or may not be managed by the Enterprise. RSA strongly recommends that end users be trained to obtain application software for their device from trusted sources only.

Lost devices represent lost tokens and should be reported as soon as possible to the Help Desk administrator. The Help Desk administrator must ensure the token is disabled for use until either the device is found or a replacement device is obtained and provisioned with a replacement token.

**Help Desk Guidance**

RSA strongly recommends educating end users about the information they should share with Help Desk administrators. End users should never disclose the token serial number in whole or part to anyone other than a Help Desk administrator upon request when a problem is occurring with a token.

End users should be aware of information that Help Desk Administrators should not request, including device PIN or device password, PIN, tokencode, passcode or token distribution password. Any request for this information listed should signal to the end user that a social engineering attack may be in progress.
Supporting Your Users

It is crucial to have well defined policies around help desk procedures for your Authentication Manager. Help Desk administrators must understand the importance of PIN strength and the sensitivity of data like the user’s login name and token serial number. Creating an environment where an end user is frequently asked for this kind of sensitive data increases the opportunity for socially engineered attacks.

Train end users to provide, and Help Desk administrators to request the least amount of information needed in each situation.

Advice for your Users

RSA strongly recommends that you instruct your users to do the following:

• Never give the token serial number, PIN, tokencode, token, passcode or passwords to anyone.
• To avoid phishing attacks, do not enter tokencodes into links that you clicked in e-mail. Instead, type in the URL of the reputable site to which you want to authenticate.
• Inform your users of what information requests to expect from Help Desk administrators.
• Always log out of applications when you’re done with them.
• Always lock your desktop when you step away.
• Regularly close your browser and clear your cache of data.

Preventing Social Engineering Attacks

Fraudsters frequently use social engineering attacks to trick unsuspecting employees or individuals into divulging sensitive data that can be used to gain access to protected systems. RSA strongly recommends that you use the following guidelines to reduce the likelihood of a successful social engineering attack:

• Help Desk administrators should only ask for a user’s User ID over the phone when they call the help desk. Help Desk admins should never ask for token serial numbers, tokencodes, PINs, passwords, and so on.
• Help Desk administrators should perform an action to confirm the user’s identity before performing any administrative action on a user’s token or PIN. For example, ask the user a question that only they know the answer to verify their identity.
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